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CONFLICTING APPROACH—Robert Hunter (left) and John
Minton (right) debate varying artists' opinions over modern art
as they present their month-long exhibit of personal work at
Clemson College. Hunter employs the abstract non-objective art
form; Minton, realism with abstract understructure. Pictured
above are an oil drawing on paper (left) by Minton, and stone
lithograph (right) by Hunter. (Clemson News Bureau Photo)

Abstract Art Exhibition
Features Local Talent
Home talent provides the March exhibit in Clemson
^College's architectural department art series.
Artists and hosts for the show, which opened March 6,
are Robert Hunter and John Minton, first-year Clemson
instructors in architecture. The exhibition including paintings, prints and drawings, is being presented daily from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the architecture show rooms of Riggs
Hall.

Agricultural School
Initiates Series Of
Faculty Seminars
A series of faculty seminars
will be initiated by the School
of Agriculture Tuesday, March
19. Three meetings are scheduled
lor the remainder of the spring
semester.
The program was organized by
Dr. J. W. Jones, director of agricultural teaching, following
regional seminars during the past
two summers at the University of
Tennessee. "We will seek to improve instruction through teacher evaluation," he said. All
members of the faculty will attend.
The opening seminar will deal
with good teaching as viewed by
the student. Three guest student panelists will discuss the
subject, moderated by Dr. W B.
Boykin of the agronomy department. Panelists are Carol
Brown, Kingstree; David Borchert, Clemson, and Daniel Lee,
Dillon.
The second program will discuss good teaching as proposed
by the teacher and the third
seminar will examine the administrator's viewpoint. Moderators will be L. M. Bauknight,
professor of agricultural economics, and Dr. Jones, respectively.
/Panels
will be selected later.
The seminar committee is
composed of Chairman B. E.
Goodale, professor of dairy; Dr.
J. M. Stepp, agricultural economics; Dr. Boykin, Prof. Bauk»lght and Dr. Jones.
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High School Visitation
Day Is Held Saturday

Paintings feature water colors
by Hunter and oils by Minton,
and drawings in crayon, pen,
wash and oil by both.
Hunter, who teaches basic design and print-making, is showing linoleum block prints and
stone lithograph prints. Also on
display is Hunter's recent formica lithography, a process he
developed last year.
The exhibit, sponsored by the
: Clemson Architectural Foundation, represents two distinct approaches to modern art over a
three-year period. Hunter seeks
abstraction that tends toward a
non-objective art form and is
based on visual experiences in
nature. Minton, using what he
terms an "abstract understructure", attempts to organize realism, into meaningful design.
Minton, a visual arts teacher
from New Albany, Ind., received
the master of fine arts degree
from Indiana University and his
paintings have been exhibited
widely
at regional shows
throughout the mid-east and the
east.
Hunter, a member of the advisory board of the South Carolina Guild of Artists, earned a
master's in fine arts from Oregon, and continued his graduate
study at the University of South
Carolina. His work has been
featured in one-man shows at
the University of Oregon and the
Columbia Museum of Art in
this state. Presently he is represented in a three-man show
at the Columbia museum.
Preceding exhibitions in the

South Carolina's Oldest

The fourth annual High School
Visitation Day, "open house" for
entrance applicants, will be held
at Clemson College, Saturday,
March 16.
An invitation to prospective
Clemson students, parents and
high school officials was extended last week by President R. F.
Foole. More than 400 guests
participated in the growing event
last year.
The day-long program will include inspection of all college
facilities and informal visits with
deans, department heads, faculty members and student leaders.
Tours of the four schools—agriculture, arts and sciences, engineering and textiles, the dormitory group and student center
will be featured.
The high school seniors will
climax their visit Saturday afternoon in Memorial Stadium
where, as guests of the Block C
Club, they will attend a spring
intra-squad football game. Game
time is 2 p. m.
Dr. Poole will welcome the
visitors in the Chemistry auditorium at 9:45 a. m. following an
informal reception at 9 in the
student center. Walter Cox,
dean of student affairs, and K. N.
Vickery, registrar, will address
them briefly on opportunities at
Clemson and the Visitation Day
plan.
The guests will tour the school
of their choice at 10:15 and will

current Clemson series offered
the prints of Max Beckmann,
Structure in Space in Contemporary Architecture, and Figures
and Faces all from the Museum
of Modern Art in New York
City. The South Carolina Guild
Dr. Hugh M. Brown, Dean of
of Artists traveling show will
the School of Textiles, will atappear here in April.
tend the National Council for
Textile Education, which is to
be held in Wilmington, Delaware, March 11-13, sponsored by
the E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Company. This is one of the
semi-annual meetings that has
been held with different companies for the past several years.
Dr. J. W. Jones, director of ag- At this meeting the heads of the
ricultural teaching will serve as several textile schools consider
secretary of the annual spring various problems such as immeeting of Southern agricultural proving curricula, and ways in
instructon directors at Fayettes- which the schools may render a
greater service to the industry.
ville, Arkansas, April 4-6.
At the present time, the NaThe meeting will be held at
the University of Arkansas, host- tional Council for Textile Eduing directors of the Southern cation is having a survey of the
region of the American Associa- textile schools made by an outtion of Land-Grant Colleges and side agency to advise them of
State Universities. Dean L. B. the best ways to meet the everDietrick of VPI is program changing needs of the textile industry.
chairman.

Dr. Brown Will
Attend Textile
Education Meet

College Instructor
Is Secretary Of
Agriculture Meet

Photography Contest
Offers Large Awards
Some lucky college photographer is going to win an
expense-paid week as a guest of LIFE Magazine where
he will receive a general one-week observation course.
Six others will receive sets of the Encyclopaedia Britannica. And still others will receive awards of merit for
their work and skill in photography and these photographers' schools will receive the recognition of having
prize-winning photographers on their campuses.
How is all this coming about? Through the Twelfth
Annual International Collegiate Photography Competition, sponsored by Kappa Alpha Mu, the National Press
Photographer's Association, the Encyclopaedia Britannica,
in cooperation with the Association of College Unions.
The closing date is April 5th. There are no entry fees.
First place winners in each of the other six categories
i.e., News, Feature, Sports, Pictorial, Portraits and/or
Character, and Picture Series and/or Sequence, shall receive a set of Encyclopaedia Britannica.
All second place winners shall receive a plaque contributed by Kappa Alpha Mu, national honorary fraternity (photo-journalism).
Third place winners in all divisions shall receive the
2-volume Britannica World Language Dictionary, giving
word equivalents in seven languages.
A trophy will be awarded to the girl whose entry is
considered best.
The Rho KAM Chapter trophy shall be awarded to the
person who makes the "Best Print of the Show."
The Beta KAM Chapter (Oklahoma University) trophy
shall go to the entry which best depicts College Life.
The photographer submitting the prize winning portfolio shall receive in addition to a set of the Encyclopaedia
Britannica, the opportunity to spend one week in New
York, expenses paid, as the guest of Life Magazine,
where he or she will have the opportunity to watch their
photographers in action, studying their photographic
processes and receive a general one-week observation
course.
Further information and entry blanks may be obtained from the TIGER Office on the fourth floor of the
Student Center or from the editor of the TIGER, Thomas
E. Hutchinson in room A-827.

Student Committee Sets
Schedule For Election

be hosted by Clemson students at
a 12:15 lunch in the student dining hall. A student center tour
and general question and answer
period in the Chemistry auditorium are scheduled at 1 p. m.
as optional activities.

Society, American
Military Engineers
Holds Open Meeting
The Society of American Military Engineers will hold an open
meeting on Thursday, March 21
at 6:00 p. m. in the Student Center. All students of the upper
three classes who meet either of
the following requirements are
invitd to attend.
(1)) In Army or Air Force
R. O. T. C. (any major).
(2) Not in R. O. T. C. (Engineering major).

Materials Testing
Society Meet Will
Be In New York

McLaurin, Spencer
Elected To Synod
Fellowship Council
Charles Rlchey was elected to
the Senior Council last week.
The election was held to fill
a vacancy caused by the graduation of a, member of the
Council.

Army R0TC
Seniors Get
Assignments
During the drill period on
Thursday, February 28, the
Clemson College Army ROTC
seniors were told their Army
active duty assignments. Seniors,
who are now under the General
Military Science Program, were
given information concerning
the branch to which they were
assigned, reporting date, station,
and length of service (six
months or two years).
In accordance with the Army's
early assignments for the convenience of personnel, seniors
will have ample time to make
definite plans concerning jobs
and other post-graduate activities.

The American Society for
Testing Materials will meet in
New York on March 19-22.
Through the years, Dr. Hugh M.
Brown, Dean of the School of
Textiles, has taken an active
part in a number of task groups
and carried on considerable research on various test methods
and testing equipment.
The main purpose of the Society is to standardize the various
tests on textile products from fibers through fabrics and to work
toward coordination of American
standards with those of foreign
countries.
The greater the co-operation
between the different countries
on testing standards, the greater
facility with which marketing "The Seven-Year Itch", George
and interchange of textile prod- Axebrod's smash hit Broadway
ucts can be carried on among the comedy, will be the third presentation of the 1956-57 season
countries of the world.
by the Clemson Little Theatre.
Rehearsals have begun 'for
performances April 11, 12, and
13 in the Food Industries Building auditorium. The play is being directed by Robert E. Ware
and produced by Sylvia McCollough.
The cast will consist of John
St. Andrew's Catholic Church Hunter, as Richard Sherman;
of Clemson will hold their an- Robbie Rennerfeldt, as Helen
nual St. Patrick's Day Card Party Sherman; Jackie McGee, as
at 8:00 p. m. on Saturday, March Rickey Sherman; Phyllis O'Dell,
16, at the Clemson House.
as Miss Morris; Mary Tragus, as
Bridge and Canasta will be Elaine; Charlotte Grier, as Marie
played. Refreshments will be Whatever-Her-Name-Was; Mary
served and prizes awarded. Norris, as The Girl; Pierre BusEveryone is welcome.
cuiocesco, as Dr. Brubaker; GilMrs. L. A. Clements is general bert Parker, as Tom MacKenzie;
chairman and Mrs. John H. Be- Frank utherland, as The Voice
vis is ticket chairman. Mr. of Richard's Conscience; Agnes
Robert B. Goebel will be Mas- Thurston, as The Voice of the
ter of Ceremonies.
Girl's Conscience, and Charlotte
Youngblood, as Pat.

Seven-Yea r Itch
Is Next- Planned
By Little Theatre

Birdge And Canasta
Party Planned By
St. Andrew's Church
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To Give Talk
Here Friday
Dr. E. O. Hulburt, United
States' chairman of the continental committee for the International Geophysical Year, will
make a public address at Clemson College tomorrow, March 15.
Sponsored by the fourth annual Clemson Area Adult Education Center, Dr. Hulburt will
speak on "the world as a laboratory" at 8 p. m. in the Chemistry building auditorium. The
address will be of a general, nontechnical nature.
The 18 - month geophysical
year, one of the most significant
(Continued on oaee 3)
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R.C. Edwards Will
Be Guest Textile
Banquet Speaker
R. C. Edwards, Clemson College vice-president for development, will be guest banquet
speaker here Wednesday night
at the annual convention of Warwick Textile Chemical Division
salesmen in 11 states.
Warwick, a division of Sun
Chemical Corporation, is staging
the four-day southern regional
meeting, ending Friday, at the
Clemson House for the second
consecutive year.
Roscoe J.
Breazeale, of Clemson, is host
salesman.
Edwards, in the highligt address, will review the relation
of the textile chemical industry
to Clemson's School of Textiles.
Sessions open Wednesday
morning following Tuesday registration. Opening speakers are
H. C. Whittemore, vice-president, and R. F. Pollard, general
sales manager, both of the New
York office, and R. G. Perriello,
southern sales manager at Rock
Hill. M. J. Hoover, director of
sales for Sun Chemical in New
York, will attend.
The program includes forums
on Suntone pigment printing
colors, wash and wear finishes,
and water repellents. Speakers
and discussion leaders are Justus
Hoyt, plant manager of the pigment division at Harrison, N. J.,
Steve Nye, head of the Warwick
Sales Armlication Laboratory in
Wood River, R. I., and H. B.
Goldstein, manager of the Wood
River plant.

Hugh M. McLaurin III, a junior at Clemson in horticulture,
was elected Moderator of the
South Carolina Westminster Fellowship last Saturday during the
annual spring conference of the
Presbyterian student group held
at Clemson. McLaurin is from
Wedgefield, S. C.
The Conference, which represented most of the colleges
and universities in South Carolina, began Friday, March 8 and
ended Sunday afternoon, March
10. Dr. James A. Jones, President of Union Theological Seminary in Richmond, Virginia,
highlighted the program with a
series of talks on "Christian—
Now What?
Four other students were elected to offices in the statewide organization: Joe Cauthen, The
Citadel, Vice - moderator; Lina
Nickles, of Erskine College, Due
West, secretary; Barbara Ammons, Winthrop College, treasurer; and Charles Spencer,
Clemson, Editor.

(Ed Note: The following is an advanced notice of the
Student Body Elections coming up next month; it con.
tains the complete schedule for the elections and should
be given serious attention by all students beginning now.)
The election schedule for all Student Government elections has been set according to David Rosendale, Chairman of the Elections Committee.
Nominations for Student body
President and Vice-president and
Senior Council will be accepted
by Mrs. Albert in the office of
Student Affairs anytime from
the 2*5th of March through noon,
the 29th of March. No nominations will be accepted after 12
noon, the 29th of March, under
any circumstances.
Nominations for the above
positions will have to be made
on separate sheets of paper, and
each will be in the form of a
petition. Each nominations petition will have to contain ten
signatures of Clemson students,
and will have to be signed by
the person nominated to assure
that he knows and approves of
his nomination.
The nominees cumulative
grade point ratio and number of
credits passed will have to be
listed by his signature. Any
petition lacking any of these requirements will be disregarded
as a nomination, without notice
to the nominee or to his petitioners, and after the deadline
for nominations he cannot be
renominated.
According to the Constitution
of the Student Government any

Clemson Fellowship
Club Hears Lecture
Clemson Grad
% John H. Noyes State's Young
John H. Noyes, Southern District Manager for the du Pont
Company's Extension Division,
will discuss the role of industrial
research and business enterprise
in the strengthening of our national economy, at a dinner
meeting of the Clemson Fellowship Club next Tuesday, March
19. The meeting will be held in
the Clemson House at 6:30 p. m.
His talk, entitled "Community of Progress", will be documented by display of a number
of recent scientific developments,
some so new as to be still in the
experimental stage. Mr. Noyes
will also cite examples of the inter-dependence of all segments
of the American business establishment in creating today's
progress and seeking solutions to
tomorrow's problems.
Mr. Noyes was graduated from
Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conn., in 1934. He spent
three years in the Navy, and has
worked on the staffs of several
newspapers and radio stations.
He also served on the administration of Wesleyan University.

Is

candidate for President or Vicepresident of the student body
or for Senior Council must hav«
a minimum cumulative gradt
point ratio of 2.5. Candidates
for Senior Council must be
members of the Senior Class,
and candidates for Executive offices of the student body must
be either Juniors or Seniors,
provided they become Seniors
no later than the February following their election.
Should more than four candidates be nominated for Student Body President or for Vicepresident, or more than sixteen candidates be nominated for
Senior Council, a runoff to limit
the number of nominees will be
held Tuesday April 2nd, at 6
P. M. in the College Chapel.
The election date for these offices is April 9th (Tuesday).
Should a runoff be necessary it
will be held Tuesday April 16th.
All elections require a majority
for election.
Nominations for class officers
and representatives will be held
in class meetings on Tuesday.
April 23rd, at 6 P. M. Elections
for these offices will be held on
April 30, and any runoffs nee(Continued on page 6)

Two Southern Bell
A 1949 Clemson graduate, Films To Be Shown
William D. Atkinson, of Mullins,
is the 'Young Farmer' of the year
Sunday Afternoon
in South Carolina.
Farmer Of Year

Atkinson, a civic leader and
successful farmer in Marion
County, was selected by the
South Carolina Junior Chamber
of Commerce, which makes the
annual award. Atkinson is past
president of the Mullins Jaycees.
He will represent the state in
the national contest at Durham,
N. C, April 15-16, where four
Young Farmers' winners are annually named from the 48 states.
The South Carolina selection
committee consisted of Thomas
W. Morgan, assistant director of
the State Extension Service, who
served as chairman; A. M. Musser, head, Clemson horticulture
department; and T. Ed Garrison,
of Anderson County, the 1954
Young Farmer' winner.
The project is sponsored jointly by the U. S. Junior Chamber
of Commerce and the American
Petroleum Institute.

Two films released by th«
Southern Bell Telephone Company will be shown next Sunday at 3 p.m. in the auditorium
of the Chemistry Building of
Clemson College by the Unitarian Fellowship of Clemson. These
hour-long programs are presented weekly during the college
year as a community service,
and are free to the public.
A recent release, in color, is
"Arctic Mission," which tells the
story of DEW (Distant Early
Warning) line installation in
Alaska and Canada.
The role of the telephone in
civilian defense is revealed in
the second film. This is a
dramatic and realistic presentation of the work of all agencies
in the protection of lives and
property in the event of air
attack. It is entitled "Communications for Civil Defense."

Brubeck Quartet Concert
To Be Season Highlight
Students of Clemson will have
a rare treat in store for them on
March 25, Monday evening. At
8:00, Dave Brubeck will present
a concert in the college auditorium. Tickets for this concert may be obtained in the dining hall for a discount rate of
$1.50 or at the door for the
standard rate of $2.00. The date
for the tickets to be placed on
sale will be announced later.
The Brubeck Quartet has fascinated musicians for the past
few years in that everyone enjoys
their refreshing style. He, Brubeck, has become a favorite in
the progressive field of musical
jazz, and has furthered the advance of modern music greatly.
The quartet is one of the
most unique jazz groups in the
country in that it will play on
and on as long as its members
feel the urge or the incentive to
mold out new innovations of the
original tune. The quartet will
usually start off with a well
known melody and develop it
into a hauntingly beautiful variation that is completely different from what they first started
out with.
Those who do not claim to be
the serious or not-so-serious
jazz lover will immediately see
why Brubeck has gained such
popularity in such a short time.
The reason has already been
stated but there is a little more
to the answer than it seems. A

By Tom Andreson
musical group such as Brubeck's must have the dexterity
and musical knowledge to weave
these innovations out of the original themes. It is truly an amazing feeling to hear the strange
and some what weird, although
masterful, sounds that this group
is able to obtain from a very
simple tune.
The quartet has won many
popularity polls in the last few
years including the 1953-1954
Metronome magazine award, the
Downbeat popular poll and other
top awards. Paul Desmond, featured alto sax man and a well
known figure in the jazz world
has been a consistent winner for
the last few years and Brubeck
captured the Jazz Personality
of the Year in 1954. The quartet
placed first in this year's Playboy Poll.
The Central Dance Association
has arranged for the quartet to
stop here for a one night stand
as the group returns from a very
successful stay in Miami, Florida.
After playing here at Clemson,
the quartet will go on to New
York City to play at the famous
Birdland nite-spot.
With the exception of an occasional few bars of introduction and closing, the quartet uses
no arranged or composed music.
As George Avakian of Columbia Records has so ably put it.
"The quartet improvises with a
freedom and daring as no other
or few musicians have ever at-

tempted; yet the musie of this
group is on an integrated quality such as few musicians have
ever produced."
Just as the music itself is not
arranged, the sequence of tunes
played during an evening does
not follow a set program, but is
a continuing varying selection
from a large group of popular
melodys that the quartet finds
especially stimulating.
The quartet has made numerous LP albums among which art
the famous Jazz Goes to College, Brubeck Time, Brubeck at
Storyville, Jazz: Red, Hot and
Cool, and many others. These
albums will be featured for the
next two weeks in the Dining
Hall to acquaint those that are
not followers of the Progressive
Jazz or not familiar with Brubeck's style.
As a reminder, this same Dave
Brubeck Quartet will appear for
one night and only one night on
Monday evening, March 25th, in
the College Auditorium. Tickets
will be placed on sale in the
Dining Hall for the special rate
of $1.50, and also be on sale on
the night of the 8:00 concert at
the door for $2.00. All seats will
be priced the same and there
will be no reserved seats. Clemson students will be able to see
and hear Amrica's greatest Jazz
stars in person in a concert that
is very seldom given so don't you
miss it.
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The Changing Scene

From The Chief -

By TOM BRADLEY and CAROL HUGHES

By THE EDITOR

Many of the students of this college contemplate the

The story of the traffic problem on
the campus is now a familiar one to both
students and administration. Everyone
concerned feels that the new plan is
basicly better than the present situation,
however there are several situations
which should be commented upon and
rectified as soon as possible.
One of the worst is the matter of college
cars driven by seemingly irresponsible
students and local employees. Two instances will serve to illustrate what we
mean. A college car driven by some dolt
was observed coming around the corner
at the trustee house at a very excessive
rate of speed when the Chemistry labs
were getting out. This individual may
consider it great sport to watch people
scatter but this type has no business in
any form of vehicle much less a college
car. Another interesting event occurred
Sunday when a college station wagon
driven by a student was seen driving
across the lawn in front of the student
center to park in an unauthorized zone.

shortcomings of the administration and yet never realize
that there are faults which they themselves must eliminate. One of these glaring faults is the wilful destruction
of property.
This college as it is today is the result of monetary and
mental contributions by the students and administration
•■e past. These Men of Clemson have worked toward
■i'oal of a better school for us and those who follow us.
But it is our duty and responsibility to further the aims
of these devoted men.
This campus has more potential beauty than any
other college campus in this state. The improvements on
this campus can be made by the administration but the
role of the students is to preserve and protect this
beauty.
Destruction in any form is poor but the foolish way
in which the physical attributes of this school are being
destroyed is abominable.
Grass is of no value to us except for the beauty it lends
to the school. From this it is more than obvious that
few people have any respect or appreciation for beauty.
This cannot be.
Destruction may be used as the incorrect means to gain
a possibly correct end. The fact remains that it is incorrect and that there are channels such as the student government and this paper through which the student is free
to voice his feelings and request a change.
This is the principle for which we stand. Our student
body is a mature group working together for a better
Clemson. Use your voice as a student to end this destruction in the proper manner.

On Campus

M&SlraJman

Talk of The Town
By JOHN ROGERS

(Authtr »f "Bortfoet Bey With Ckttk,* *te.)

FASTER,FASTER!
Pick up your paper every morning and what do you
read? "CRISIS IN HIGHER EDUCATION." That's what you
read. "ENROLLMENT SPIRALLING UPWARD - DESPERATE
NEED FOR MORE CLASSROOMS, MORE TEACHERS." But
classrooms, alas, do not spring up like mushrooms, nor
teachers like mayflies. So what must we do while we
build more classrooms, train more teachers? We must
get better use out of the classrooms and teachers we now
have. That's what we must do.
This column, normally a vehicle of good-humored
foolery, of joy that wrinkled care derides, of laughter
holding both his sides, will today forsake levity to examine the crisis in higher education. My sponsors, the
makers of Philip Morris Cigarettes, as bonnie a bunch
of tycoons as you will see in a month of Sundays, have
given cheerful consent to this departure. Oh, splendid
chaps they are, the makers of Philip Morris! Oh, darlin'
types they are, fond of home, mother, porridge, the Constitution, and country fiddling! Twinkly and engaging
they are, jaunty and sociable, roguish and winsome, as
full of joy, as packed with pleasure, as brimming with
natural goodness, as loaded with felicity as the cigarettes they bring you in two convenient sizes — regular
in the handy snap-open pack, and new long-size in a
crushproof flip-top box — both available at moderate cost
from your favorite tobacconist. Light one now. Light
either end. No filter cigarette can make that statement.

Let us then, with the gracious connivance of the
makers of Philip Morris — Oh, splendid chaps! Oh, gracious connivers! — take up the terribly vexing question
of how we can turn out more graduates with campus
facilities as they now exist.
The answer can be given in one word: tpeedup! Speed
up the educational process. Streamline courses. Eliminate frills. Sharpen. Shorten. Quicken.
Following is a list of courses with suggested methods
to speed up each one.
PHYSICS

— Eliminate slow neutrons.

PSYCH LAB-Tilt the maze* downhill The whit*
mice will run much faster.
ENGINEERING

— Make slide rules half as long.

Music Change all tempo to allegro. (A collateral
benefit to be gained from this suggestion is that once
you speed up waltz time, campus proms will all be over by
10 p.m. With students going home so early, romance will
languish and marriage counselors can be transferred
to the buildings and grounds department. Also, housing
now used for married students can be returned to the
school of animal husbandry.)
ALGEBRA - If "x" always equals 24, much time-con•uming computation can be eliminated.
LANGUAGES

— Teach all language courses in English.

DENTISTRY

- Skip baby teeth. They fall out anyhow.

POETRY —

Amalgamate the classics. Like this:

Hail to thee, blithe spirit
Shoot if you must this old gray head
You ain't nothin' but a hound dog
Smiling the boy fell dead.
You see how simple it is? Perhaps you have some
speedup ideas of your own. If so, I'll thank you to keep
them to yourselves.
• Msx Shnfanu, 1357
The maker* of Philip Morris have no interett in any tpeedup.
We age our fine tobacco slow and easy. And that's the tray it
tmoket — tlow and easy—a natural smoke.

In spite of the theory of the "modern
man", involving production time studies
and daylight saving time, and making a
god of efficiency, man can never be divorced from feeling or emotion, an integral part of his nature. According to Sigfried Gideon, a German art historian of
the present century, "A good share of the
misfortunes of the present century came
out of its beliefs that industry and techniques had only a functional import with no
-emotional content." Again he says, "An environment whose chief aspects remain
opaque to feelings is as unsatisfying as
one which resists practical or intellectual
control."
All of this is an introduction to a discussion of art which is intended to pave
the way for an announcement in the near
future of a showing of art work done by
Clemson students. Art has not been an
entirely neglected subject at Clemson.
Music and art appreciation courses are
among the most popular electives on campus and architectural students get a fair
smattering of visual art courses in their
curriculum. The purpose of the show,
then, is to discover work in the field of
visual arts done by students and to encourage interest in this aspect of life.
There have been literally thousands of
definitions of art, some contradictory,
others repetitious, and still others so complex in wording that any concrete meaning
was soon lost if, in fact, it ever existed.
For present purposes we confine ourselves
to the field of visual arts. The argument
might go something like this.
The mission of art is to reveal the beauty
of the world we live in, to record the intricate patterns, harmonizing colors, per-

Don't Get Me Wrong,
But....

feet forms of nature. At this point a new
voice chimes in that a mere recording of
nature is not art, for the beauty in that is
a natural creation and only those creations
of man's intelligence can be classified art
This voice claims that the "art" lies in
created line, form, and color, the artists'
tools. This, of course leads to the idea
that the artist is free to do anything he
chooses.
Another voice comes in now to warn
that "artists, like everyone else, must live
in the world of reality. . . to this reality
they must orient themselves." "In other
words, art does not free men from bondage
to reality. It is rather one of the most
profound means at man's disposal for
comprehending reality." And so goes the
discussion.
At any rate, the visual impact of line,
color, form, arrangement of space, etc.
cannot be denied on any basis. Nor can it
be denied that this visual impact has a
direct effect upon the emotions and feelings of man. "Visual symbols build up
feelings within us and form systems that
cannot be discharged through mere animal
outcries. We must discover harmonies
between our own inner states and our surroundings. No level of development can
be maintained if it remains detached from
our emotional life."
This then is the role of the artist. The
most familiar and ordinary things have
importance for the creative artists of the
present generation. "The opening up of
new realms of feeling has always been the
artist?s chief mission. A great deal of our
world would lack all emotional significance if it were not for his work."

The Yellow Posts Of Life
By Dicky Ballenger, Student Chaplain
Dishonesty is a "yellow post" in anyone's life. This post, once it is cemented
in a person's life, is very hard to uproot.
It, like the others, grows as it is practiced; but it, unlike the others, can be
hidden from everyone except God.
Uncleanliness of thought, deed, and
word are all "yellow posts" of life. Of
course, there are others, some of which
are minor; Nevertheless they are unattractive. As we all are ready to enthusiastically join in the chorus of "Get rid
of those ugly posts on our campus;" So
should we, much more enthusiastically,
plead, "God help me to rid myself of the
unattractive "yellow posts" in my life."
Just stand aside, and watch yourself go by;
Think of yourself, as *he' instead of T.
Pick flaws, find fault, forget the man is
you,
And strive to make your estimate ring
true.

Just what is the reason for all the slander against the yellow posts that spot our
campus from one end to the other? Why
do they cause so much dissatisfaction
among the students? We have done just
about all that is possible in order to show
our dislike for the posts. I think the biggest objection is the unattractiveness of
the yellow objects. They just don't look
good at all.
All of us have "yellow posts" in our
lives, that is, things about us that make
us unattractive. Many times they stand
out in our lives just as profound as the
posts stand out on our campus. One of
the ugliest and most yellow'post i' the
one dressed with the name of profanity.
It so often denotes littleness of character
—not necessaritly a limited vocabulary
but a limited person. How we need to
rid ourselves and our campus of this
"yellow post"!
A loose uncontrolled tongue is another
yellow post that is evident in many people's lives. "The boneless tongue, so small
and weak, can crush and kill," declared
the Greek. We sometimes forget that what
we say may affect a person's life completely. A loose tongue is certainly an
ugly post and we might be reminded that
the color is yellow.

It should be emphasized that although
the yellow posts are on the way out
they will be replaced by small signs
which are not to be ignored if the new
regulations are to work. The students
wanted the posts removed and it is up
to them to see that the college is not
forced to put them in place again. Just
because there is not a physical obstruction, but only a small sign, is no reason
to make the forbidden areas another
speedway unless of course the individual
is interested in turning money into small

receipts for traffic fines. If this is the
case it will be found that disregarding
these signs will be one of the quicker
ways of accomplishing this.
Speaking of the problem of traffic in
general, it has been noted that there is a
lot of congestion, particularly during tht
class change. One of the worst of these
areas is the corner at the dairy building
caused by the Ag students on their way
to the P and A building. We realize the
necessity of these students riding to class
but it would greatly aid the situation if
the students would drive around the back
road behind the machine shop and remain
off the front campus during class changes.
Other bad situations are found in front of
the Chemistry and Ceramics buildings and
in front of the Main Building at noon
particularly.
We also have on campus a particular
species of individuals who insist upon
riding these overgrown bicycles with
motors on them. While at rest these
vehicles are quite harmless, but once
mounted by a cyclist with a black leather
jacket, they become a potential noisemaking machine of death. In reality we
have nothing against a motorcycle, it's
just the manner in which they are
driven, and where they are driven, with
which *we have a complaint. On several
occasions we have had gripes about excessive noise and speeding on motors,
so we feel that it is definitely worth
mention, and hope a few eagles will slow
down. Drive carefully, the life you crave
is probably your own.

By JACK SHAFFER and RAY WACTOR
In the past, the subject matter of this
column has frequently been in the form
of complaints of first one kind and then
another. Admittedly, these columns have
not always voiced the opinion of the majority. This time we feel that no conscius
human being who has ever visited our
dining hall can disagree.
For the first couple of weeks at the beginning of the semester, the caliber of the
meals in the dining hall followed a rising
trend. Lately, however, this trend has
descended at such a rapid rate that the
meals can certainly get no worse.
We realize the quality of food prepared
in such large quantities cannot be expected to meet the standards of "mom's homecooking". (Or, on the other hand, we have
found it extremely hard to find a standard
which this food approaches.)
Assuming that the quality of the food
necessarily suffers in order to have quantity, to whom or what can we attribute the
unpalatable combinations of various
dishes? (We have reference to such things
as spaghetti and candied potatoes.)
Perhaps we are in error, maybe food
has taken steps similar to art and architecture. Could these "rare" meals be part
of a modern concept? If there is such a
concept, we would like to propose a very
unique main course—dill pickles floating
daintily in warm sweet milk.
Another appalling situation present in
the "mess hall" is the manner in which the
food, such as it is, is handled. We have
visited very few homes where bread or

other food matter is placed directly on
the table so that the supply can be re-,
plenished.
We do not claim to be professional chefs,
dieticians, etc. Nor do we profess to have
the answers to all the problems arising in
feeding the mass. We do, however, have
a few suggestions which would greatly
alleviate the situation.
(1) Install a cafeteria system with a
wider range of eating hours. This would
insure hot food, prevent waste, and improve sanitation conditions.
(2) Make the tuition for board entirely
optional. This would probably lessen the
number eating and therefore more emphasis could be placed on quality.
(3) Let waiters eat before they start
serving tables. Food could then be naturally consumed and not dumped on the ^
table to allow waiters to finish with their
^^
work to eat their own meals.
Anyone of the above suggestions would
help to remedy the problems of the fellow
who is not exactly on time. If he is lucky
enough to find a chair, he is likely to find
that his plate has been used as a reservoir
for the excess "bull"; his silverware, as
well as his glass, has been absconded; the
cauliflower, beets, and potatoes are cold;
and, if it were not enough, his colleagues
have thrown for his dessert.
Confronted with these situations, our
"young hero" journeys merrily to the
"Jew shop" mumbling his disgust with the
world in general and with the Clemson
Dining Hall in particular.

IMMl©yS
,re\™1E
By SMEDLEY P. FORSYTHE IV

—SMEDLEY EXPOUND*

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

to one Thomas E. Hutchinson.
How do you do it, little chubby
one? Does she think you are
rich, or does she think you are
an important man around campus. We all know it is not because of your personality.

to one Preston Stokes. You're
wrong, colonel, about the identity of ole: Smedley. Why don't
you look to your immediate subordinates?

to one Doug West. It must be
love, Dripper, to drive so very
far on two consecutive nights.
Perhaps you finally have been
successful in impressing a girl.

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS

to Mackie Manning. Rememto Chalmers Butler. I'm glad to
hear you took up weight-lifting, ber what Andrew Jackson said,
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
to the new bridegroom. Con- Skeeter. It's about time you got "To the victors belong the
spoils." Congratulations on your
gratulations, sucker. Now the rid of that stomach.
coming promotion to Senior
F N. D. C. will have an excuse —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
to one Charles Richey. We CDA. After all, you worked for
to throw a party.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
notice you haven't been quite as it.
to Fletcher Smoak. Did they friendly this past week. Are you —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
to one Sammy Owens. Cant
choose you for the parking com- reverting to type, snob?
The faults of others then will dwarf and mittee because of your experi- —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
you do any better than that?
to Pete Norris. Can't you fly After all, she's only a junior at
ence? After all, none of us have
shrink.
Hanna High, and you're a big
collected as many parking tickets a plane either?
Love's chain grows stronger by one mighty as you have.
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
bad senior.
to one Jeff Reece. I hear that —SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
—SMEDLEY EXPOUNDS
link,
to Bill Crosson. Is it true that
to one Woodie Middleton. We even the hired help won't date
When you with 'he' as substitute for T.
are quite impressed by your you. Perhaps you should tell her you joined the Glee Club so that
Have stood aside, and watched yourself pint-sized car—it matches your what a wheel you are in the you could escort one of the Coktr
girls? Are times that tough?
"Air Corps".
personality so very much.
go by.
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Fire Has Gone Out
Placement Interviews
In "Fernow's Inferitoe"

NOTICE
Mr.

Martin

Hunter

from

MONDAY, MARCH 18
By DON FLEMING
of America will be in ClemProbably the best criterion of success of outstanding number cut by Ella on the
Poinsett Lbr & Mfg Co., (Singer Div)—EE, IM & ME
son on March 18 to interview
• musical performer is recording sales and "Met", album is a terrific arrangement of
Diehl Manufacturing Co. (Singer Div)—A&S, Engr. &
The fire has gone out in "Fer- I "because there are people there
among the many surveys and polls taken, "April in Paris".
prospective Field Scout ExeText.
,w's Inferno" at Clemson Col- | wh0 know more than they do.
After hearing some of this music you nows
Down Beat's Best-Sellers list is prominent.
cutives.
Interested student*
Savannah Electric Company—EE & ME grads.
lege.
For a performer to have a recording hold will easily see why Ella has taken first Prof. B. E. Fernow, who had, Yet, the profs ask all the quesshould
make
appointments t.
Un. Merch. and Mftrs, Fabric Div—TE & TM grads.
the first position in this survey is certain- place as vocalist in the Down Beat annual self-admittedly a record for be- tions."
see Mr. Hunter in the PlaceHe deplores the inability of
TUESDAY, MARCH 19
ing "tough" as a professor, bely indicative of recognition and success but poll for four consecutive years.
ment Office.
Peggy Lee's latest etching, "Dream gan a life of retirement this students to express themselves.
to have recordings in first, fourth, and
Chicopee Manufacturing Co—ChE, ME & Text
month after 30 years at the "They don't have to in college
•ixth place is almost beyond all expecta- Street", seems to be catching on very nice- heavy end of a grading pencil.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co—CE, EE & ME
ly. Peggy takes you for a stroll down At 74, "Uncle Benny" — as today," opines Fernow. "The
tions.
Un. Merch and Mftrs, Fabric Div—TE & TM grads.
only valuable thing students get
To Ella Fivzgerald this appears to be a "Dream Street" singing "Street of students knew him through the in college,'- he believes, "is haUSN Ordnance, Macon Plant—EE, IM & ME
feat of extreme simplicity. Her discs Dreams", "What's New", "Dancing on the years—has no regrets about sett- bit." Standard equipment in
ling
back
in
the
rustic
setting
of
WEDNESDAY, March 20
"Ella Fitzgerald-Louis Armstrong", "Ella Ceiling", and many, many others. Back- his Clemson home to "fiddle" Fernow's classroom, known goodFitzgerald Sings the Cole Porter Song ing her, Peggy has the cream of the west away his time.
naturedly as "Fernow's Inferno",
Mohasco Industries, Inc—IE, IM & Text
Book", and the "Metronome All-Stars"— coast jazzmen in Stan Levy, Shorty Rog- With a lifelong devotion to has been a "habit schedule".
Cryovac Division, W. R. Grace Co.—IM & Engrs
on which she is the featured female voca- ers, Bob Cooper, and Bud Shank, to name music as a hobby, the Brooklyn- Proper habits of approach and
South Carolina Highway Dept.—Civil Engrs
just a few. She says of the album, "for born violinist hopes to bring the analysis, he contends, are basic
list—have captured these slots.
string
quartet
back
into
area
United States Steel Corporation—A&S, & Engrs
Ella's success can be attributed to her 'Dream Street' I picked tunes I had really vogue. Adept with the viola to all engineering problems.
•implicity, purity, and honesty in sound wanted to do for a long time. Different and cello, as well as, the violin,
The professor's avowed deTHURSDAY, MARCH 21
and style and these valuable qualities are things like 'Too Late Now' and 'So Blue'. he has performed with the sire to benefit Clemson boys
USN Engr Experiment Station—Ch, Engr & Ph
due to her many years of experience as a After all", she laughed, "you can't play Greenville, Spartanburg, Char- through this theory signaled his
Fight "Book Fatigue" Safely
lotte, and Anderson Symphony
retirement.
"The
past
two
'Lover'
any
faster.
And
I
felt
a
need
in
vocalist. Because she sings with such
Your
doctor will tell yon—a
FRIDAY,
MARCH
22
orchestras. He celebrated "not
•implicity and still retains so much mean- myself to do material that would be dif- going to the office" last month years," he reveals, "were unhapNoDoz Awakener it safe as an
USN Engr Experiment Station—Ch, Engr & Ph
average cup of hot, black cof.
by taking the first cello lesson of py ones. I seemed unable to
ing, she has been called the "Hemingway ferent for me".
fee. Take a NoDoz Awakener
a
refresher
course.
change
the
habits
of
students
and
Un.
Merch
and
Mftrs,
Finish
Div-Mech
Engrs
Some
of
the
late
news
in
the
music
of gingers".
when yon cram for that exam
Fernow retired Jan. 31 I doubted that my teaching was
On the Ella and Louis wax, the informal world: Bing Crosby has been presented a as Prof.
USN Hqtrs (aeronautics, other Bureaus)—CE, EE & ME ...or when mid-afternoon
the "dean" of the mechanical any longer effective."
atmosphere that characterizes both these gold record for the million-plus sales engineering faculty. "I have
brings on those "3 o'clock cobwhere he was an associate pro
performers is very impressive an^ the chalked up by his first Capitol release, been much more popular among Prof. Fernow, a 1904 graduate
webs." You'll find NoDoz give*
DR.
HULBERT
1
fessor. He joined the NRL in you a lift without a letdown...
alumni," he surmises, "than of Cornell who once stroked
backing they get from the Oscar Peterson "True Love". It was his 20th.
(Continued
from
page
1)
The new Nat Pierce band has made its students. My courses were rig- famous Big Red shells across scientific undertakings in history, 1924 as superintendent of the helps you snap back to normal
Trio (Ray Brown on bass, Herb Ellis on
orous," he confesses, "but those Cayuga's waters, came to Clem
public debut with a week at the savoy, who fought them the hardest are son in 1927. His arrival, as head begins July 1, and will extend optic division, was named direc- and fight fatigue safely!
guitar, with Buddy Rich on drums)
economy tht
in New York, opposite Cottie Williams. the first to come back now and of the mechanical engineering through 1958. Forty-six nations tor in 1949 and retired in 1955. 13 tablets - 35< large
couldn't be better.
(for Greek Row and
The senior scientist led solar
Dorms) 60 tablets— 98<
will
participate
in
simultaneous
say,
'You're
right—stick
to
it!"
"Ella Sings . . . Cole Porter" consist of The reaction was so positive that the band
department, followed the burn- observations of the earth's in- eclipse expeditions to the Sudan
thirty two Cole Porter originals pressed is expected to be rebooked at the Savoy Fernow is credited with one ing of the old engineering build- terior, its crust and oceans, the in 1952, to Sweden in 1954, and
of the all-time classic quotes in ing. "There was practically no
oh two twelve inch LP's and with an array as soon as there's an open date.
complex atmosphere and the participated in Brazilian expethe Clemson banquet league.
department,"
he
recalls,
"and
I
sun.
Coordinated studies will be ditions in 1940 and 1947. He reThe Record Industry Association of "When you take the 'rigor' out
such as this Ella gives a very beautiful
was both liead' and foot."
BWUKENERS
made
in meterology, oceangra- ceived the Distinguished Civilian
demonstration of her versatility. Buddy America announced that nearly $200,000,- of education," he once said, "you He earned his M. E. degree phy, glaciology,
Award in 1945 and. the Ives
the
upper
atmosnothing left but the 'morBregman, who did the arrangements, em- 000 worth of records of all kinds were sold have
SAFE AS COFFEE
at Cornell in 1906 and married phere, solar activity, ionospheric Medal for outstanding work in
tis';"
ploys everything from a thirty-five piece during the first nine months of last year. An orthodox philosophy of the former Bernice Andrews, an physics, cosmic rays, gravity optics, 10 years later.
The personnel has been set for the jazz teaching made Prof. Fernow a accomplished painter, in Brook- measurement, seismology and
band to a solo piano to provide the backtwo years later. They have other influences on environcombo
to be seen for eight weeks start- distinct entity on campus. Teach- lyn
ground.
one
daughter, Ethel Constance, ment.
ALL STEAKS, HAMBURGERS, AND
When Ella and Joe Williams get to- ing April 14 on CBS-TV's Sunday morn- ers, he believes, do "too much born in 1911.
Dr. Hulburt, retired director
teaching". He criticizes methods
gether with Count Basie and the big band ing "Look Up and Live". Participating in which encourage students to de- During the early 20's, in Mil- of the Naval Research LaboraHAMBURGER STEAKS COOKED
you have the sublime in jazz. On "Party the semidocumentary on the growth of a pend on "memorized formulas waukee, Fernow "junked" the tory, received B. A. and Ph. D.
ON OUR NEW
Blues", Ella and Joe invent their own jazz combo will be pianist-leader David they don't really understand." pressured life of a young, suc- degrees from Johns Hopkins
Professors place themselves in cessful engineer for the educa- University, and served on the
language (bop talk) and present a most Mckay with Jimmy Giuffre, Bob Brook- the role of "detectives", he adds. tional field. He rejoined Cor- faculty at Western Reserve Unienjoyable conversation. Probably the most meyer, Oscar Pettiford, and Osie Johnson. "Students go to college," he says nell as a laboratory instructor versity prior to World War I.
Personnel Division Boy Scouts

Cramming
for Exams?

vopoz

and moved on to an associate Following duty in France, he
professorship
at
Worcester taught physics at John Hopkins
and at the University of Iowa,
(Mass.) Tech.
"I have never regretted my
decision to teach," says Prof.
Cotton Cord Suits
Fernow.
Testimonial letters
from former students are heartwarming rewards to "Uncle Benny."
"But," he corrects, "my name
is Bernhard."

Dr. Poole: The Students' Friend
(By Tim Trively)
Dr. Poole has been president of Clemson College since
1940. A graduate of Clemson in 1916, his becoming President of this institution marked an enjoyable homecoming.
Before coming to Clemson, to assume the position of its
President, Dr. Poole's life was centered around Plant
Pathology. Naturalist, writer and lecturer, Dr. Poole
•pends a great part of his time seeing students and attending to "Welcomings."

During World War I, he was attached to an Aerial
Photographical Installation unit. Concerning the war,
Pr. Poole had this to say, "I owe Uncle Sam a great deal
because I got to see Europe." After the war he was able
to hike and explore Europe more thoroughly. His previous training and experience in Plant Pathology proved
invaluable on this scientific exploration junket.
Dr. Poole's special interest in Plant Pathology has centered around the mushroom family. During the interview, he mentioned collecting 30 pounds of mushrooms
from one dead popular log, which, if sold on the New
York market, would have brought 50c a pound.
As every boy has his swimming hole and every man his
fishing hole, Dr. Poole is also a loyal member of this
elan of average Americans. In the lake class, he prefers
Lake Marion and in the river division he prescribes the
Santee or Cooper systems.
For recreation, he loves to garden. When asked about
golf, he simply said, "I never have had a complete afternoon to devote to pleasure so I have never learned to
Play golf." His vacations are taken in two or three day
excursions, prefering to spread his allotted vacation time
over a greater period of time.
In 1922, he and Miss Sara Margaret Bradley were
married. They have a family of five children. Franklin
is a Raleigh Pediatrician; Margaret Cuttino lives in Sumter; Tommy resides in Chester; Marcia Moore lives m
Atlanta and Billy is a Freshman at Clemson. His college
family grows larger and larger with each ensuing year,
yet he makes himself available to all students at all
times, for problems- large or small, and this is a valuable
and rare quality in today's college president.

Visit Us For The Best* Sandwich
In Town!
COFFEE
SOFT DRINKS

DAN'S
9:30 A. M. Til Mid-Night

SOUTHERN FRIED CHICKEN

$11.90

COUNTRY HAM

Judge Kellers

SEAFOOD

VISIT

MARTHA BAYNES GIFT SHOP
IN THE CLEMSON HOUSE
CLEMSON, S. C.
(Formerly the Country House)

It has been said that an excellent Plant Pathologist
had been lost when Dr. Poole decided to leave the field
to become Clemson's President. He is a recipient of six
degrees,three of which are Doctorates. Because of Dr.
Poole's extensive background, he is constantly having
to lecture to scholastic and social groups, as well as attend the many and varied functions required of his
position.

Charcoal Grill

KLUTTZSTIAK HOUSE
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

J. E. SIRRINE CO., INC.
—ENGINEERSGREENVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA

PENDLETON MOTOR CO.
TELEPHONE 2361
halei

Ge/vQict
WHAT IS A NAIl-STREWN CROSSROADS I

PENDLETON, SOUTH CAROLINA
NEW AND USED CARS
JIM ATKINS, Manager
OAK LOPEZ.
■VAN PREPARATORY COlt,

L C.MARTIN DRUG

Puncture
Juncture

mitic ALLEH.

Stretcher Feteher

WHAT IS AN ABSENT-MINDED MOTORIST!

"Where the Crowd Meets"

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

OAVID BARTOR,

BumperThumper

d. OP ILLINOIS

CLEMSON, S. C.

ROSE DI WOLP.

Bantam Phantom

DON'T JUST HAND THEM

MADLIT

Supplies

WHAT S A PINT-SIZED GHOST!

TUPLE a

Sticklers are simple riddles with
two-word rhyming answers. Both
words must have the same number
of syllables. (No drawings, please!)
We'll shell out $25 for all we use—
and for hundreds that never see
print. So send stacks of 'em with
your name, address, college and
class to Happy-Joe-Lucky, Box
67 A, Mount Vernon, N. Y.

EMORY OUNTOM.

PRODUCT OF

Tirelest Wirttem

CEORGU TECH.

WHAT MAMS SHOT RUN!

Luckies
Taste Better

"ITS TOASTED" TO TASTE BETTER
• A.T.C*.

WHAT IS A RADIO THAT RUNS All NIGHT!

STICKLE!
MAKE $25

WHAT IS AN AMBULANCE ATTENDANT!

COMPANY
Soda—Candy

TRY THIS: put a pack of Luckies on a pedestal—under glass.
Observe closely for several days. What happens? Not a
thing. You've just learned the hard way that an unsmoked
Lucky is simply Waste Taste! Light it, and it's simply
wonderful You see, a Lucky is made better to taste better.
It's packed end to end with fine tobacco ....
mild, good-tasting tobacco that's TOASTED
to taste even better. Don't just wait aroundlight up a Lucky. You'll say it's the besttasting cigarette you ever smoked!

Mat* TAHANE1.

CLEANER, FRESHER, SMOOTHER!
AMERICA'S LEADING MANUFACTURES OF CIGARETTE*

Shear Feat
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Spring Sports
Follow The Tigers
BASEBALL"
Monday, March 25
Monday, March 25 _
Friday, March 29
Saturday, March 30 _
Saturday, April 6
Tuesday, April 9
Friday, April 12
Saturday, April IS _
Wednesday, April 17
Friday, April 19
Monday, April 22
Tuesday, April 23
Saturday, April 27 _
Monday, April 29
Saturday, May 4
Monday, May 6
Tuesday, May 7
.
Friday, May 10 .
Saturday, May 11

Furman
Furman
-Virginia
-Maryland
-Furman
-Duke
-N. C. State _
-Wake Forest _
-North Carolina
-Duke
_N. C. State
-Wake Forest
-South Carolina
-North Carolina
-South Carolina
-Georgia Tech
-Georgia Tech _
-Maryland
'.
.Virginia
TRACK

Wednesday, March 27
Saturday, March 30 .
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om Winter

By Jerry Ausband
With the coming of the inevitable birds, soft warm breezes
and swaying trees of the cheerful springtime, diamonds heretofore thought of only as a sym_ Away bol of engagement are rudely
Aaway awakened to the sounds of tractors and scraping of dirt, cinders
. Home which in the winter were thought
. Home of as things having gone out
. Home with the coming of diesels, are
. Home ruthlessly stabbed with a million spikes, gates rusted by the
. Home cold and rain of the "monsoon
. Home season" are swiftly creaked open
. Away to the onslaught of balls and racThree Clemson students busy themselves at a Httle after-supper
Away quets, and bags are sadistically ball chasing on the college baseball diamond. The field, bare
ripped open to express the bare
Away woods and irons. Spring is here and without activity until two weeks ago, is now afire with the
. Away at long last, and with it come of running five laps and still beship of pitcher Billy O'Dell
. Away the sports of the season—base- ing able to "kick it", boys in who is now with the Baltimore
ball, track, tennis, and golf.
. Home
bermudas fighting the still rough . Orioles, are the only team to
Indoor track, Cuban beisbol,
. Home interior tennis meets, and wind courts to return a difficult ser- bring conference laurels to the
vice, boys in green sweat pants
.Away tossed golf balls are amalga- fighting to hit the ball, and boys campus in the spring.
The other teams have very
Home mated with the warmth of the trying to find a place to play creditable records in their colAway spring afternoon, and the after- golf.
umn, although they have missed
noons free from labs are filled
Clemson begins its fourth conference honors several times.
Away with the excitement of an afterseason in the Atlantic Coast Several stars have come out of
noon of baseball, tennis, track, Conference with only one conthe spring sports schedule in the
and golf.
ference championship to its past as will in the future—Banks
One sees as he treks from a credit in the three years. The
Away military torture boys struggling 1954 baseball team, conference McFadden, Joe Bowen, Bill
Barnett, Billy O'Dell, Kit Matto bring themselves to the point champions under the leader- thews, Leonard Yaun, and many

To Go y

JUST WAITING FOR MARCH 29TH

-Wake Forest
-Florida Relays,
Gainesville, Fla.
Saturday, April 6
-N. C. State
Home
Saturday, April 13
-Davidson
Home
Saturday, April 27
-South Carolina
Away
Friday, May 3
_
-State Meet
Clinton
Saturday, May 4
-State Meet
Clinton
Friday, May 10
-ACC Meet
Saturday, May 11
By BELL CROSSON
I ginia, squeeked through on four engage U.N.C. the next night.
-ACC Meet
(Note: Presbyterian will also be run in Clinton either Pitted against the mighty Uni- last-second foul shots to stay The only sore spot of the tourversity of North Carolina in the ahead, 71-68
ney came as the students of
April 17 or 18.)

Rifle Team Loses
Matches; Plans
For State Meet

cleats of varsity hopefuls and lettermen. The field itself will
really be the scene of all action on March 29th when the Tigers
play Virginia.
others—others will share the
same spotlight even before the
season is over.
Combined among them, the
spring sports coaches have 58
years of eperience behind them
as-they begin one of the toughest jobs any coach could have—
that of rebuilding practically
from scratch a winning team.
Veteran tennis coach Hoke
Sloan begins his 26th year oh
the courts, while "Rock" Norman becomes the second in
number of years at Clemson

with 17 as track coach. Coach
Bob Moorman of the golf team
has 10 years at his post while
baseball coach Bob Smith goes
into his sixth year.
Spring sports can boast of
only twenty-four returning lettermen to fill 24 slots plus enough
for fourteen track events.
Twenty-seven home games
and meets have been scheduled
for the spring sason, so that
there are many chances for students to view each team as they
participate during the season.

The Clemson College Army
ROTC Rifle Team is currently
making plans to compete In tht
State Meet to be held at Wofford College in April.
During the past two weeks tht
Army Team dropped two shoulder to shoulder matches in tha
meets held at Clemson. The first
loss was to Presbyterian College
March 1 by a score of 1375 to
1325. High men for the match
were Sapp and Cannella of Presbyterian, each firing 282's. Dy«
and Hayden were high men for
Clemson with 275's.
The other loss was to the University of Georgia by a score of
1876 to 1847 on March 8th. Long
of Georgia was tops for tha
match with a 383, followed
closely by Dye of Clemson with
a 381. Clemson took the first
of two orders by a margin of •
points, but the Georgians ware
more than able to overcome tht
Clemson advantage in tht
ond order.

UNC Tar Heels Trounce
Bengals In First Game

throw accuracy, the Devil's lead North Carolinians had trailed mark of 79 in three games, a*
in baskets scored, 34-29, was not throughout the game. Wake Wallace also had a good night
enough, as Carolina edged them Forest had one chance to tie it with 28.
in the foul department, 26-30 up with a jump shot, but it went
North Carolina marked Its
against a pitiful 13-25. Big astray, and the Tar Heels man- first A.C.C. domination, regular
man for Duke stood out as Jim aged to keep it to themselves and tournament play both inNewcome, who handed in 20 for the remainder of the fracas. cluded, since its origin four yean
points in the losing cause.
This win set the scene for ago. They travel to Madison
From there, the Gamecocks
the finale between TJ.N.C. and Square Gardens to play Yalt
progressed to Maryland. The TT.S.C. Twenty points marked with a victory chain of 2T
initial game of the fourth an
the difference as the titans of straight games.
Bill Murphy, a sophomore re- both schools engaged in a little outcome was not too uncertain
nual Atlantic Coast Conference serve, dropped in these pressure- post-game gymnastics, which after Maryland's leading scor- Dixie basketball and the naIn a poll conducted by tht
tion's number one team went Atlantic Coast Sports Writers
TENNIS
Basketball
Tournament,
the filled fouls as the clock showed had to be dispersed by the tear er, John Nacincik with 20
points, received his fourth foul
through its paces against runClemson Tigers went down in only 49 seconds left in the fray. gas squad.
Association, both Rosenbluth,
Wednesday, March 20
Erskine
Home defeat by a score of 81-61.
with only three minutes gone
nerup South Carolina.
leading Ail-American on tht
Virginia,
who
had
been
beaten
Duke, 41 points better than
Friday, March 22
Citadel
in the second half. It was here
Home
The 27 point streak set up by nation's number one team, and
Led by AU-American Lennie twice in previous games through South Carolina in regular seathat the Wallace-led club ran the Northern club at halftime Grady Wallace, the nation's
Saturday, March 23 .
-Wake Forest
Rosenbluth, the nation's top the year, tied it up, 35-all at son play, bowed to an inspired
Home
roughshod over the Terrapins. was one of the most amazing in number one scorer, were unanteam
proved
their
unquestionMonday, March 25 _
halftime
to
make
it
a
nip
and
.Duke
Gamecock club in what provHome
Gangling Grady was late in tournament play. In the space imously chosen to hold their
able
superiority
as
they
reared
tuck.
A
jump
shot
by
16
point
ed to be the upset of the
Tuesday, March 26 _
.Cornell
Home to their 25th consecutive vicstarting, as usual, but rallied of seven- minutes, the Tar Heels positions on the All-Atlantic
man
John
Uacincik
with
13:53
Tournament.
Wallace,
off
to
Saturday, March 30 .
-South Carolina
Away tory. Staking his team to a gone put the Terrapins ahead
back in the later stages of the rampaged for 23 points while
Continued on page 5)
a slow start by not connectWednesday, April 3 .
-College of Charleston-Home 47-30 half time lead by his for good.
The hardfighting ing for a single point for eight game to convey 31 points for his holding the Gamecocks scoreless.
Friday, April 5
-Virginia
Away 12 successful attempts at the Cavaliers would not give up, minutes, came to life in scor- team. He then proceeded to Banking on a splendid perfoul out as he was seven points
such as the Runaway
Saturday, April 6
-Maryland
Away basket, Rosenbluth emerged however, as they proved dan- ing 41 markers. Perhaps one away from the three game rec- formance
Rosenbluth had shown in all the
with an all-over percentage gerous all the way.
of
the
most
spectacular
exhibiTuesday, April 9
-Furman
Home of .613 from the floor.
ord. All of the Carolina boys other games, the fans were not
Maryland's top man for the
tions was the two pointer and
Friday, April 12
-North Carolina
Away Lean Lennie, a native New nigllt was guard Nick Davis, three foul shots made by the scored in the double columns, disappointed, as the big man
Saturday, April 13 _
_N. C. State __
Away Yorker, who is currently resid- who plopped in 21, while Vir- leading scorer of the nation as two hit for 11, and two for led the field with 38 counters to
"ANDERSON'S FINEST
10.
set another record, that of 106
Tuesday, April 16 _
in the last 26 seconds, to give
-Wofford
Away ing in Tennnessee, displayed a ginia's Herb Bunch was the
IN EVERY RESPECT
The
Terrapins'
accuracy
was
points
for
the
tourney.
This
variety of shots, hitting on
Wednesday, April 24
-Wofford
Home hooks, push shots, and layups, big gun with 18. Percentage- his team the nod.
poor as they bowed out of play, display even brought the goverwise,
both
teams
were
practiDuke's Blue Devils were on hitting for only 32.9 against a nor out of the stands to shake
Saturday, April 27 __
CURB SERVICE
_ South Carolina ^
Home as he cracked the existing rec- cally even with around a 37
top as the half drew to a close, 43.4. They also took 20 more his hand.
Monday, April 29
.Furman
Away ord with a total of 19 baskets. apiece from the floor. The by five points, 40-35. During
North Main St. Ext.
Pitted against one another for
His 45 points bettered Buzz Wil- difference came at the charity the remaining nine minutes left shots than did their opponents,
Thursday-Saturday,
but
with
only
a
single
success.
the
last
time,
the
two
Ailkinson's night for Virginia three
May 9-11
ANDERSON, S. C.
.ACC Tourney
Durham years ago by three counters. line, as Maryland converted in the game, Duke stayed ahead, North Carolina once again Americans both broke the old
27 out of 38 while Virginia although their lead was shaved
This also gave him a good start made 24 for 35. This left the to one ' point four different proved first team rating in their
semi-final contest with Wake
on the tourney's record of 100 Big Red to face the U.S.C. times.
GOLF
Forest. Lennie Rosenbluth scorpoints for three games.
squad the following night.
Carolina's big break came
.. Ed Brinkley and Vince
Friday, March 22 _
Spotted as the middle teams when the Blue Devils had miss- ed a sweeping hook and one foul
—Furman
Home Yockel
GREENVILLE, S. C.
spearheaded the Tiger
the final standings, Wake ed six consecutive foul shots. shot in the waning seconds to
Thursday, March 28
-Duke
— Home attack with 16 apiece. Start- in,
place his team on the long end
Complete Outfitters to Men, Young Men,
Forest and North Carolina State
Monday, April 1
—Maryland
— Away ing at center for the Bengals, battled it out in this sudden- Grady Wallace then grabbed the of a 61-59 count.
and Students
ball and raced downcourt to put
Tuesday, April 2
The Tar Heels skein of vic-Virginia
__ Away Gene Seay played with a foot- death playoff. The Deacons in
a
layup
to
tie
it,
81-all.
Foultories wavered in the balance
helmet to protect his in- never trailed their opponents
Saturday, April 6 _
-N. C. State
Home ball
jury received earlier in the once as they trudged on to 66-57 ed on the play, the lanky prod- just previous' to that as center
Tuesday, April 9
-South Carolina
Home season. Despite his handicap win. Wake Forest, playing a uct of Mare Creek, Kentucky, Jim Giley of the Deacons sank
Monday, April 15
_VMI
- Home he managed 9 through the rugged brand of possession ball, sank a charity to forge ahead, the second foul through the nets
and then two more for good to put his mates ahead, 59-58
Tuesday, April 16 __
-North Carolina — Home hoops.
proved to be just too much for measure and the game.
in the last 55. It marked the
Never
in
danger
from
halfThursday, April 18
hopeful
N.C.
State.
It
was
due
-Georgia
Away time, the Tar Heels coasted to
In view of their shabby free first time in the game that the
to
the
efforts
of
the
Wolfpack
Wednesday, April 24
-Wake Forest
Home victory as Coach Frank McGuire that the Deacons were forced
Thursday, April 25
-The Citadel
_ Hampton cleared the Carolina bench.
into a fourth place tie. In their
Friday-Saturday, 26-27
S. C. Intercollegiate Meet
As the evening's excitement last game of the season, North
ANDERSON, S. C.
Hampton died down, the field for con- Carolina State whipped MurFARM IMPLEMENTS
SPORTING GOODS
Monday, May 6
South Carolina
Away ference winners was cut in half. dock and his bunch 75-71. The
Mighty Maryland, second seed- tension ran high as the Staters
Friday-Sat.. May 10-11
ACC Tour..._Winston-Salem ed team playing seventh, Vir- made room for Wake Forest to
Serving This Section Since 1895

The Shining Tower
Restaurant

STONE BROTHERS

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.

Sam Houston is the hero of
a thousand Texas anecdotes. At
a big outdoor dinner in his honor, some one handed him a plate
of sizzling hot rice pudding. In
the midst of an oration, Houston
lifted a huge spoonful to his
mouth, let out a roar, and then
•pat the rice to the ground. "You
see folks," he explained, "many
a durn fool woulda swallowed
that."

You: smoke refreshed

Anew idea in:smoking...allrnew; Salem
Created by S. J. Remolds Tobacco Company.

Clemson Theatre
(Tfc» Cnatry Geatlemen't Tkntrt)

Clemson, South Carolina

Phone 6011
FRI.-SAT.
MARCH 15-16
II

The King and
Four Qeens"

Clark Gable - Eleanor Parker

New "57 RCA WHIRLPOOL
MON. - TUES.

—8re MtoHMtjv waster with tMW-fei Nnt fitejf

MARCH 18-19
II

2ARACK

II

Victor Mature — Anita Ekberg

WED. - THURS.
MARCH 20-21

"NIGHTFALL"
A\io Ray • • Anne Banerofi

I

menthol fresh
• rich tobacco taste
• most modern filter

Think of a Spring breeze blowing over fresh, green grass and you'U have a
good idea how refreshing all-new SALEM Cigarettes taste. The freshest taste
in cigarettes flows through SALEM'S pure white filter. Rich tobacco taste with
new surprise softness...menthol-fresh comfort. Try SALEM-you'll love 'em.

Salem.refreshes yourjaste

Now a hot fitter that's oat of
the way—no tray! Nothing
to interfere with loading! Paters oat lint fail-time, automatically, even when water
level is low. Two washing
speeds, too—Normal for yonr
regular wash, Gentle for your
finer things. See it now. Choose
from aft-porcelain white or
smarinewMatchmakercoiors. -

tows for as Bate «

oM
the down MMMMtt

GAMBRELL'S ELECTRIC CO.
Phone 2871
PENDLETON, S. C.
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Tracksters Kick Off Hard Season Veteran Speedster John Steedly Has

Is Football A Religion?
f

By JERRY AUSBAND

:

"

Last week, Dr. Arnold Nash, professor of religious
history at the University of North Carolina, advised a
1
University of Michigan religious conference that college
football is a "substitute religion" with its own gods.
•According to the evidently biased professor, the serious
4
Student of religion for whom religion is "that which
holds society together" finds "the college football stadium
is just as much a field for studying comparative religion
j, *s an African village or a Burmese city."
In part, Dr. Nash has confiscated a thrill of college
life into a laboratory experiment—nothing more. He
has said, if the Associated Press has completely cover,. ed the situation, that there >s no love of sports as a
- recreation "because the spectators don't play." He has
put the splendor, no' matter how gigantic or diminutive,
of a football game in the class with "religious behavior
;. of a primitive variety—a kind of tribal religion."
CLEMSON, A GOOD TESTING LAB

If Dr. Nash has completely covered a false situation,
and if one should concur with his precepts of collegiate
football, the great majority of students at Clemson along
with a multitude of others should be an excellent testing
lab for Dr. Nash's devout laity. Clemson is not a perfect school, by any means, so far as perfect religion is
concerned, but how many institutions, whether college,
university, or just multi-heterogenous groups, are? True,
there are certain schools and groups who are, but they,
we feel, are few as compared to other groups with just
as good principles and not nearly as obnoxious as some.
We feel the great majority of the truly good are individuals, not groups.
. The college football stadium has been made to represent a tribal ceremony ground with its "chanting of the
crowd, . .. dancing of the pom pom girls, and . . . ritualistic actions of the cheerleaders." The football players,
hints the doctor, are all gods to the crowd, and the fans
have come to pay homage to their lords and masters.
; Isn't this the old Roman idea of paganism when the
crowds went to the Arena to see multitudes of Christians
killed because they wouldn't acknowledge the multi-gods
"; of the Roman Empire?
One can cite too, too many examples to disapprove
any such idea. Here, at Clemson, we can boast of several truly good men who played football, then went
J into a work the ministry is proud to have as a coworker. At least one has gone into the ministry itself
after completing a fine football record and participating in the "paganistic" ritual which Dr. Nash claims.
CROWDS NOT PAGANISTIC
The crowds who witness this ritual, are not the spectators out for an afternoon's sadistic orgy as the ZeusBacchus-etc. Romans were under Caesar. Nor are they
out for a night's entertainment just because they mistook
the lights towering over the football bowl for high bonfires in which a sacrifice might be lifted up to their gods.
No, Dr. Nash, they come for the pure pleasure of many
other things—nothing so base as one might believe from
your discourse.
The excitement of a fine run by an inspired halfback,
the quick thinking of a quarterback or the BRAINY
strength of a lineman may be the reason, but we think
it goes even deeper than that. Where else can you enjoy
the friendship of a fellow man without the limitations
of prudishness and social Darwinism which still exists
even if somewhat on a lesser scale than in the 1870's and
1880's?
No, Dr. Nash, the crowd is. not sadistic, nor is it worshipping the HUMANS who are playing for the thrill
of playing and so that they may get an education. The
cheerleaders are part of the crowd enjoyment of the
game—they are not the pagan priests who chant their
plaintive cries leading a crowd of fanatics.

By Tom Anderson, III
Coach A. W. "Rock" Norman,
in his eighteenth and final season as head track coach at Clemson, welcomed a goodly number
of cinder candidates for preseason workouts some two weeks
ago, and the squad is rapidly
developing into shape as the
first of five dual engagements
approaches. The Tig thinclads
are also scheduled for three other
participating events, "including
the annual State Meet in Clinton
early in May.
Leading returnees from last
year's club include John Steedley, hurdles, high jump, broad
jump, ard pole vault; Joe Bramlette, pole vault; John Sease, 440;
John Beason, 880; Bob Spooner,
shot put; Harold Murphee, discus; James Walker, discus and
javelin; Tom Cameron, high
jump and broad jump; A. H.
Cory, 100 and 220; and Dale
Tinsley, mile and two mile.
These ten veteran performers
will provide the nucleus for Norman's 1957 track edition. Steedley, a diminutive Bamberg product, is considered one of the
foremost and versatile cinder
aces of the tough Atlantic Coast
Conference for the 1957 campaign.
Wilbur Simmons and Walt
Tyler are perhaps the top prospects from last year's frosh out-

Basketballers Wind Up Season Abell, Anderson
Fill Vacancies
Showing Improvement On Faults As Cheerleaders
Clemson's erratic basketballers
wound up a mediocre 7 win—17
loss season with a good showing
against the nation's number one
team, North Carolina, who is
almost a sure bet to place highly
in the NCAA Tournament coming up; however, the change in
statistics for the season is much
for the better than any change
in recent years; at least, since
the beginning of the ACC.
According to the statistics afforded by the Sports Publicity
Director, the season under new
and brave coach Press Maravich
saw the Tigers fall 14 points in
comparative averages on the offensive. However, the big
change came in defense, where
Clemson had been so lacking before. From a defensive average
in the 1955-56 season of 90.8,
the average dropped to 82.4, a

UNC TAR
(Continued from page 4)
Coast Conference Tournament
team. They received the most
possible votes, 235. Rounding
out the first team were Jack
Williams of Wake Forest, 216,
Fete Brennan, North Carolina,
203, and Jackie Murdock,
Wake Forest, 191.
For the second team, three
more North Carolina boys were
given positions, thereby placing
all five starting men of the Tar
Heel quintet in the select ten.
Those receiving votes for the
decant were: Tommy Kerns, U.
N.C.; John Nacincik, Maryland;
Ray Pericola, U.S.C.; Joe Quigg,
U.N.C.; and Bob Cunningham,
U.N.C.
Rosenbluth, as TJ.N.C.'s only
senior starter, had a great tournament. His average was a
rousting 59 percent, for 106
points, and grabbed 29 rebounds.
Shooting an even 100 through,
Wallace bit a season average of
31.24.

STUDY WHOM?

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service

difference of 8.4 points per game.
According to Coach Maravich, he has accomplished
many of the things he started
out to do. He beat Clemson's
arch rival, the University of
South Carolina, and he decreased the defensive average
a goodly bit for two of the
more admirable things.
On the rebounding column, the
Tigers grabbed 804 rebounds in
24 games as compared to only
624 in 26 games last year. The
opponents still put the jinx on
grabbing off 988 rebounds to top
their number of 668 in 1955-56.
Percentage wise, the Tigers
hit on almost 40% of their floor
shots while hitting for one of the
highest averages anywhere
around from the foul line with
a 73.2 per centage. The Clemson opponents hit on 41.9% of
their field goals while dropping
in 70.6% of the foul shots.
One of the more interesting
columns of the season was the
totals in the foul and disqualification. Clemson had 465
fouls called against them fouling out 17 players over the
season. On the other hand, in
24 games 372 fouls were called
against opponents fouling out
nine players.
On the individual games Clemson broke into the 90's on only
two occasions; once against Furman and once against N. C. State,
both games being wins. The
Tigers broke 80 only three times
during the season while pulling
into the 70's 11 times, the 60's
six times, and the 50's twice.
Clemson's greatest point spread
of the year was a 12 point win,
91-79, over the Furman Purple
Paladins, while taking an 11
point win over Davidson in the
Carrousel. The biggest wins
over the Tigers were by 32
points by North Carolina, 34 by
Florida, and 28 by South Carolina.
Individually, Tince Tockel
continued his two year hold
over the scoring lead with a

Sandwiches
Fountain Service
Newstand

This coming year will bring
two vacancies to the varsity
cheerleader squad. During the
past two weeks Clemson Gentlemen have been practicing in
the privacy of their rooms and
other places in hopes that when
the time came they would be
prepared for the try-outs. This
past Monday night two men
were selected to the varsity squad
Erwin Abell and Martin Anderson, both rising sophomores,
are the two that were selected to
help lead the Tigers on to victory next year.
Erwin comes to the squad with
past experience, having served
two years as a cheerleader at
his home-town of Chester.
Martin also comes to the squad
after serving this year as a
freshman cheerleader. Martin
hails from Greenville.

Proven Himself As Great Trackman
By BILL CROSSON, Assoc. Sports Editor, THE TIGER
Regarded as one of the top track men of Clemson and
of the Atlantic Coast Conference, John Steedly has given
his school and himself much to be proud of in one of the
most demanding of all college sports.
Coming to Tigertown on one
of the rare track scholarships
given, John has steadily improved in all his events. This fact
was shown to be true when he
placed second only to Duke's
heralded Dave Sime in last year's
A.C.C. outdoor meet.
John claims Bamber, South
Carolina, as his home, and began to show his sterling abilities while attending high school
there. It was during his senior
year that he was offered the opportunity to attend Clemson.
THROUGHOUT HIS prep
school days, many records fell
beneath his talented feet. For
two years he won the state
championship in the high jump,
and was never defeated in all
four years in state competition
in the pole vaulting division.
Not limiting himself to these
two events, Steedly also vanquished the old state record for
broad jumpers, which still
stands.
Since arriving on campus and
becoming a member of the track
squad, John has expanded the
events in which he participates
by adding the hundred yard
dash, and the high and low
hurdles. These events, in addition to the ones he did in high
school, came to a total of six
track and field positions for
every meet.
Although each season invariably brings pulled muscles, John
has not let this be a deciding
factor while on the cinders. As
a freshman, John pulled down
the state championship award
in not only both the hurdle
events, but also the high jump.
In finishing up the year, he
gained second place on the A.
C.C. high jump.
LAST YEAR, the versatile

■
speedster came through in the
A.C.C. indoor meet, participating against all the conference
teams, to win a second and third
place in the low. and high hurdles, respectively. He also took
points in the high jump with •
fourth.
Traveling down to Clinton, S.
C, where the annual state meet
is held, Steedly went through
his paces to take points in four
events.
Progressing upward
from fourth position in running
the hundred yard dash, he copped third in high jumping, second in low hurdling, and came
out on top of the high hurdles.
Having Dave Sime to run
against is no easy task in, any
league, but at the A.C.C yearly
outdoor meet, John proved the
best for high hurdles, third in
both low hurdles and broad
jump, and a fourth in high jumping.
Next came the A.A.U. runoff.
Starting against such Olympic
runners as Lee Calhoun and Joel
Shangle, Steedly took two fourth
places in the hurdles.
SLATED AS the main objectives on Steedly's agenda are the
hurdle records set by Banks
McFadden, once tied by Joe
Bowen. With a good start in
conditioning in the early part of
the season, it is entirely feasiable that he accomplishes hit
aims. This would not be possible, according to Steedly, if
it . . ."were not for the excellent coaching and all-round
knowledge of our great track
coach, Rock Norman."
As all indications imply, John
Steedly could bfe the man to
watch in the ensuing track season against all comers.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
-Greenvill*

QUALITY CLOTHING FOR
YOUNG MEN
Clemson Headquarters in Greenville
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* 'What's it like to be

PHYSICIST AT IBM?*']
Five years ago, college senior Nick Hemmer asked himself this question.
Today, as Administrative Assistant to the Quality Control manager, Nick
reviews his experience at IBM and gives some pointers that may be helpful
to you in taking the first, most important step in your career as a physicist.

'"I was tremendously impressed,'' says
Nick, "by my first plant tour. When
you go through the facilities—meet
the men and get an idea of the problems they handle—you can't help but
become interested. Add the friendly,
informal work atmosphere, and you
know right off the bat these people
have a story to tell."
Nick came to IBM in 1951 with a
B.S. in physics. He started as a Technical Engineer—in Test Equipment
Engineering—working on an analog
bombing system. When that project
moved from the Endicott to the
Poughkeepsie plant, Nick followed it,
becoming first an Associate Engineer,
then a Project Engineer. As the lat-

tion of alloys... or of the properties
of metals, such as the resistivity of
germanium. Then, there are the important 'analysis of failure' and
reliability studies, in which you seek
to determine, for example, the 'life

tration and concentricity of colloidal
solutions?" "Present a job in terms
of actual problems," believes Nick,
"and you'll get the man's interest—j
for it's his career and his future that
have top priority."
How about further study?

Problems fascinating to

HM

physicist

expectancy* of a device, the mean
time between failures, or perhaps
which step in a process has the greatest effect on the equipment involved.
You may be asked to control the
deposit of glass on X-ray tubes to
avoid spill-over, or microscopic spotting. Or you may be dealing with
arc-suppression, or gaseous electronics, the grass roots of instrumentation;
or in the estimation of tolerances, or

<

Nick has taken full advantage of
IBM's extensive educational facilities
to get ahead at IBM. He took at least
one course each semester on subjects
within his immediate work area—,
courses on digital and analog com*;
puters and on their components such
as cores and transistors. He found
time to take management courses as
well. "If you want opportunity for
study," Nick says, "IBM will provide!
all you want."

Htading up Quality Engineering
Premoflen almost inevitable

A PIPE SMOKER.,
TOO? mmmm!
VOU'ftS FOR. /S^tTls
~MkT
(SIR WALTER
-** RALEIGH>ATURALLY/.

SIR WALTER RALEIGH'S
BLEND OP CHOICE KENTUCKY
80RLEY5 IS EXTRA-AGED TO
GUARD AGAINST TONGUE BITE.

'ter, he worked on IBM's first transit
torized electronic computer—the 608.
By November, '55, Nick was heading up Quality Engineering in the
Quality Control Division of the
Poughkeepsie plant. Recently promoted to Administrative Assistant to
the Quality Control manager, Nick
now concerns himself with the fundamental operations and policies of this
450-man division. Quality Control is
responsible for the performance of
IBM's vast array of business ma-'
chines—from simple sorters and
punches to the "electronic brains.'*'
L

Located in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open 9:30 a. m. to 12 p. m.

season's average of 19.8. Bill
Yarborough, who played only
13 games for Clemson and is
now in the textile circuit,
wound up the season with a
14.2 average. Ed Brinkley, who
put on a late season spurt,
jumped to third place with a
13.5 average.
Tom Cameron, who also looked good in his last few games,
finished with a 12.0 average.
Gene Seay, the only senior on
the team, ended with a 9.9 average. Doug Hoffman, the only
sophomore to break into the
starting lineup, finished up a
fine season with a 5.5 average,
while Dick Yeary wound up with
a 4.7 average.
Eddie Moncrief, the only other
player to see much action during the year, had a 2.5 average
on the season.

WOW, THERE'S A PRIZE
I'D LOVE TO WIN!

Football and its corollaries are but means of expressing
in action what we all at one time enjoy doing—letting
off a little steam! We think that the ones who should be
worried about the world as a moral building should be
the ones who do not let some steam at some time.
Everyone likes to do it in a different way, although
some of the ideas frequently interlace.
Perhaps the groups who should be put under a
strength machine or an electron microscope are those
who continue to observe sports as primitive and ritualistic—thus, paganistic and sadistic. Football has already been tested and found true to its purpose—enjoyed by the spectators and players alike. Can anyone
of the primitive religions make this claim?

TIGER TAVERN

Leon Newman, John Dunkleberg, and George Ventrulla sprint
around the cinder track on the far turn as they prepare for the
season. Spring sports open soon at Clemson—track being one of
the earlier ones. (TIGER photo by Brogdon Nichols)
fit, which incidentally, swept the ture in the rat-meet last May:
state title in the freshman cate- he placed behind Carolina's hergory. Simmons, possessor of the alded Bill Latham in the mile
state record (freshman) in the and two-mile runs.
220 lows at :23.3, also is noted
Clemson will probably be
for his prowess in the broad weakest in the dashes in intrajump, 120 highs, and the pole state competition with U. S. C.'s
vault. The angular sophomore King Dixon and Furman's Roy
hails from Greenville. Tyler is Nickles now eligible for varsity
regarded as an excellent dis- performance. It would have
tance runner and had red rib- been interesting to watch Angelo
bons in three events of that na- Coia, who quit The Citadel at

mid-term, display his fabled
speed with this pair of rabbits
in the race.
The Bengals garnered a runnerup position in track supremacy of South Carolina in 1956,
registering twenty-seven points
behind Weems Baskins' Gamecocks in the state contest. The
'Roosters lost many star performers such as Sonny Wilcher,
Tom Collins, Fred Roberts, and
Joe Silas, however, and this
year's battle should be somewhat closer with Clemson and
Carolina again considered the
teams to beat.
Only one active collegiate
trackster owns a state varsity
mark currently, that being Dick
Bartulski, Carolina's great javelin tosser. The Turtle Creek,
Pa., native broke his previous
high of some 189 feet with a stupendous heave of 213 feet, 8 and
a half inches in last year's finals.
Banks McFadden, Clemson's
immortal all-round athlete, still
holds a trio of state bests—a 14.6
in the lows, a 23.9 in the highs,
and a leap of 23 feet 3 and 7-8
inches in the broad jump. All
three of these records were set in
1940 when Bonny Banks was in
his prime.
Norman and his thin clads invade Winston-Salem on March
27 in the initial meet of 1957
with Wake Forest providing opposition in a dual event.
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What an IBM physicist does

"The problems of Quality Control
In this business are endless," 'Nick
reports, "and fascinating to the physicist. There's process control—of the
manufacture of components such as
transistors and cores ... of the contents of a gas... of the concentricity
of an etch solution ... of the diffrac-

Asked about opportunities for advancement at IBM, Nick says, "The
situation could hardly be better hi
that respect. With sales doubling
every five years on the average, promotion is almost inevitable."
Exttntive educational facilities

'tn correlation coefficients—that is,
in physically sound numbers."
Nick has been instrumental in
encouraging many college physics
majors to come to IBM. "I find
they're interested in questions like
these," he says: "How would you go
about determining the 'life' of electrons in transition from the valence
to the conduction band?" Or, in the
manufacture of magnetic inks, "How
can the grain size of the iron content
be controlled... or its viscosity regulated over wide temperature ranges?
How would you control the concen-

IBM hopes that this message will help to
give you some idea of what it's like to be
a physicist at IBM. There are equal opportunities for E.E.'s, M.E.'s, mathematicians and Liberal Arts majors in IBM's
many divisions—Research, Manufacturing Engineering, Sales and Technical
Services. Why not drop in and discuss
IBM with your Placement Director? He
can supply our latest brochure and tell
you when IBM will next interview on
your campus. Meanwhile, our Manager
of Engineering Recruitment, Mr. R. AJ
Whitehorne. will be happy to answer your,
question. . . . Just write him at IBM,
Room 9301 - 590 Madison Avenue,
New 22, New York.
INTERNATIONAL

IBM

BUSINESS MACHINES
CORPORATION
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Dubious Students
May Excel With
Proper Guidance

(I. P.)—Many college students
having
scholastic difficulties can,
\fjPf• wo#fj Fof
with proper guidance, become
Member South Carolina Collegiate Frees Association
excellent students. This has
Member Intercollegiate Press and Associated Collegiate Press
bounded by the Clasa at 1807 and published weekly during the school year been the experience of the Diby students of Clemson College.
vision of Intermediate RegistraThe TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper. It's claim, "The South's
Most Interesting College Newspaper," is based on circulation, comments, and tion at the Pennsylvania State
general attitude of those who read it.
University which recently comEDITOR
pleted five years of work with
THOMAS E. HUTCHINSON
students.
BUSINESS MANAGER
The Division is a special guidSKEETER BUTLER
Managing Bditor
__
3ahn j^,,,. ance and counseling unit with a
Co-Associate Editors
_ Jack Shaffer, Ray Wactor staff to assist students in doubt
Columnists
Tom Bradley, Carol Hughes as to curriculum choice, those
(Sports Editor
Jerry Ausband
who wish to change from one
Associate Sports Editor
Bill Crosson
Staff
Nick Carter, Tom Anderson, III major to another but lack the
Xews Editor
Charles Spencer academic record to qualify, and
Staff
Tim Trively, Tom Anderson, Zatts Woverette students who are experiencing
Copy Editor
Charles Barron
Staff
Ronnie Hillhouse, Ed Gettys other problems leading to schoCartoonist _
Cliff Arberylastic difficulties.
Chaplain
Dicky Ballenger
Summing up the activities of
Business Staff
W. G. Johnson, G. H. Heron the Division during the past five
Advertising Manager
Jeff Reece
Ass't. Advertising Manager
Bill McElrath years, Dr. Harold K Wilson, dia
Staff
Bobby Treadway, David Jeter, John Beal, Morris Godfrey, rector, notes that 4,595 students
Harry Trltapoe, Rowland Weeks, Tom Reesor have been enrolled. Of this
Circulation Manager
Gus A. Moore
Staff
Robert Suggs, John Hart, Gerry Miller number, 3,619, or approximately
Exchange Manager _
79 per cent, later qualified for
Norman Welborn
Feature Staff
Tim Trively, Don Fleming, Don Bens transfer to the curriculum of
Publications Committee
Walter T. Cox, Joe Sherman, John D. Lane their choice, or withdrew from
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Post Office, Clemson, S. C.
the University. The voluntary
Subscription Rate, $2.00
withdrawals totaled 333 or 7 per
Represented by National Advertisers Service
cent. The remaining 21 per cent
4J0 Madison Avenue, New Tork, N. Y.
were dropped for scholastic reaBox 3567, Clemson, 8. C.
Office Phone: S74
sons.
"Many students simply had
never learned how to study," Dr.
Wilson points out, "and with
careful supervision and counHere are authoritative ans- the amount of GI insurance you seling, they developed into good
students." Others chose a curwers from the Veterans Admin- may be able to get.
riculum for which they had litistration to questions of curQ. A friend of mine is a blindrent interest to former service- ed veteran eligible for VA aid tle ability and when transferred
into other fields, they too proved
men and their families.
who is planning to get a guide to be good students. The major
dog.
Will
VA
pay
for
his
travel
Q. Is it possible for the daughity of these had entered techniter of a deceased war veteran to expenses in going to the place cal fields and later transferred
go to school under the War Or- where he is supposed to learn to to non-technical fields.
phans education program and, adjust to using the guide dog?
A study of 581 graduates who
at the same time, draw death
A. Yes. Va will pay his travel at one time were enrolled in the
benefit payments under the expenses, as well as meals and
division reveals these facts. BeSurvivors Benefits Act?
lodging during the period of ad- for they were enrolled in the
A. No. The law does not allow justment to the guide dog.
Division, they had a scholastic
dual payments to be made under
Q. Does VA in Washington, D. average of 0.51 (an average of
both programs.
C, have a list of all courses ap- 1.00 or better is required for
Q. I want to sell the house I proved for veterans under the graduation)). After leaving the
bought with a GI loan, allowing Korean GI Bill?
Division, their average had imthe buyer to take over my loan.
A. No. Each VA Regional Of- proved to 1.50.
I understand that, under certain fice maintains a list of Stateconditions, I can be released approved courses for veterans
from liability to the Govern- under the Korean GI Bill. To get
ment. Just what does this the information, contact your VA
(Continued from page 1)
mean?
regional office, and not VA
A. Release from liability headquarters in Washington, D. essary will be held May 7. Nominating meetings of the classes
means that if an approved pur- C.
will be held in the following
chaser defaults on the loan and
Q. I am a Korea veteran, and
the VA has to pay the guaranteed I have no plans to take training places: Sophomore — Room 1,
portion to the lender, the VA will under the Korean GI Bill. Could Chemistry Building; Junior —
not attempt to collect from you. I get VA vocational counseling Old Chemistry Building AudiAny VA office can tell you how just to find out whether I'm in torium; Senior — Room 118,
Chemistry Building. There are
to apply for release from liabil- the right field of work?
no specified requirements for
ity.
A. No. Vocational counseling
Q. I am a totally disabled vet- is available only to veterans holding class offices.
It is announced that the Elec
eran, and premiums on my GI, planning to train under the Ko
term insurance policy are under rean GI Bill. Also, it's required tion Committee will enforce the
disability waiver. My policy is of all disabled veterans planning Constitution concerning elec
Hearing the end of its term. on vocational rehabilitation tions, and the polls will be closed
Will the VA renew it automati- training. But it is not available should any soliciting of votes
take place in the vicinity of the
cally, even though under my to other veterans.
polls. The extent of violation
waiver I am not paying premVeterans living in this area of the Constitution concerning
iums
who wish further information
A. Yes. Even though your GI about their benefits should write soliciting votes will determine
term policy is under waiver, the the VA Regional Office, 1801 whether a candidate's name will
VA will renew it automatically Assembly Street, Columbia, S. C, remain on the ballot or not. The
when it reaches the end of its or see their County Service Of results of all elections will be
posted within twenty-four hours
term.
ficer
after the polls have been closed.
Q. I applied for vocational
training under Public Law 894,
A recent hurricane shot a man
Sign at an inn near the Mayo
but before I began I was re- and his wife right through the
examined by the VA and my dis- roof of their modest dwelling. A Clinic: "Please do not discuss
ability compensation was re- neighbor who saw them ex- your operation in the lobby."
duced below 10 per cent. Will I claimed, "There go Tom and
still be allowed to train?
Sally. First time they've been
A. No. Veterans whose disabil- out together in twenty years."
ities have been reduced below 10
per cent before starting rehabiliOne of the regiments that covtation training may not begin ered itself with glory in the
under Public Law 894. What North African campaign of
you should do, however, is look World War II was composed en
Fine Food - - Ample Parking
into the possibilities of taking tirely of volunteers from the
your training under the Korean Lone Star State. Just before
JACK FREEMAN AND
GI Bill instead,
landing, the C. O. warned them,
WALTER DORN, Owners
Q. I am a Korea veteran, just "Remember, boys, we go to
getting out of service. I have a humor these natives. If they
Anderson, S. C.
$5,000 insurance policy with a tell you Africa's bigger than N. Main St.,
private company, but no GI in- Texas, agree with them."
surance. How much Korean GI
term insurance may I get—$5,000
or $10,000?
DROP IN AND BROWSI AT ....
. A. You may be eligible for the
maximum of $10,000 of Korean
GI term insurance. Your private insurance does not reduce

-- Veteran's Comer-
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Lack Of School'
Spirit Results of
Social Activity
(ACP)—Commenting on school
spirit, the Campus Collegian,
published at the University of
Toledo, suggests that the lack of
such spirit may stem from the
number of events. The editorial
refers to a local situation, but
would probably apply to just
about every college in the country.
Wondering why the students of
this University have a reputation
for lacking school spirit? The
answer is simple—too many social events. After a while the
mad rush becomes boring and
no one particularly cares if anyone supports the events or not.
At the same time the seniors
I are in a whirl with interviews
and preparations for graduation,
not to mention those ever foreboding exams which are just
about ready to rear their fearful bodies. Underclassmen are
busy planning spring elections
at this time, too.
Now don't forget the ever
present sorority-fraternity parties and the work which has-already begun in planning the individual groups' spring dances.
Soon every organization will be
sponsoring its end-of-the-year
picnic, and probably no one will
attend.
Why will no one attend? Lack
of school spirit? Sometimes it
The Clemson Aero Club held its elections at their last just becomes too much to mainmeeting on March 6, 1957. New officers for the coming tain a long schedule of sleepless
year are: President Pete Norris, Greenville, S. C; Vice nights and professors' frowns
when assignments are late.
President Jeff Reece, Waynesville, N. C; SecretaryLack of school spirit? Let's
Treasurer Don Clark, Hartsville, S. C; Asst. Secretary get rid of some, so we can enReuel Walker, Newport News Virginia; Safety Director, joy the events we have now—
then maybe school spirit will
John Buckley, New York.
emerge triumphant.
The club complimented the reA recreation committee was
tiring officers Lynwood Barnes
and Dixon Lee for being instru- formed to plan social events for
mental in building the club to the club. Plans under consideration are a spring get together, a
its finest year yet.
fly-in breakfast, and a steak
Mr. Joe Parks of the College supper at the "Y" cabin.
Agricultural Extension Service,
A financial committee was
Mr. R. C. Edwards, Vicewas unanimously re-elected Aero
formed at the last meeting to in- president of Clemson Collegian
Faculty Advisor.
vestigate the feasibility of buy- Development, spoke to the Block
New amendments to the con- ing a new airplane. The club
stitution were approved by the hopes to purchase a new and and Bridle Club Tuesday night
members. A new office of Safe- larger plane for cross country on the Future Building Program
for Clemson College. The meetty Director was filled by John use.
Buckley. His responsibility will We are very proud to announce ing was held in Long Hall at 6:00
p m.
be to maintain the safety mar- that our current membership
The group also heard a comgin in flying by setting up safe drive has been a terrific success
mittee
report on final plans for
operation procedures.
but by no means are we satis- "The Clemson Little InternaThe concessions for the Block fied. Our last meeting was by tional."
"C" Spring Football game will far the most successful meeting
The other project that the B
be under the management of the in the history of the Aero Club— & B Club is working on at presAero Club. Any support will be and we sincerely hope that this ent is the preparation of a barwelcomed and appreciated.
is an indication of greater things becue dinner to be held for IPAction is still pending on the to come. Again let us remind TAY members on March 23. The
proposed new landing field near you that you are most welcome visitors will be on the campus
the college. We hope we will be to attend our meetings, and join that week-end to observe the
flying from this field in the in our many interesting activi- annual Spring Intrasquad footvery near future.
ties.
ball game.

Norris, Reece Are
New Aero Club Heads

Mr. R. C. Edwards
Speaks To Block
And Bridle Club
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TERRY BOTTLING CO.
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IT'S FOR REAL!

FIREBUG*

A thousand curses on that slim,
Incendiary she
Who—calculating shrewdly my
Combustibility—
Enfiamed me with her eyes and let
me burn so merrily
That when the fire was out she'd made
A perfect ash of me.
MORAL: Where there's fire—there's
smoke. So pull yourself together,
chum, and put a flame to the end of
your Chesterfield King. Ah-h-h-h—
that feels better. Take comfort in
that regal, royal length. Enjoy the
smoothest natural tobacco filter.
Savor the smoothest tasting smoke
today—packed more smoothly
byACCU.RAYl
like your pleasure BIG*
Chesterfield King has Everything!
•$50 goes to Daniel J. SuMican, Holy Cross College,
for his Chester Field poem.
$60 for each philosophical verse accepted for publication. Chesterfield, P.O. Box 21. New York 46, N. Y.
© Uffgettft Osm Tobacco Co.

A Campus-to-Career Case History

The Hot Shoppe
Restaurant &
Jax Hot Shoppe

Engineers
Secure your future NOW!
Step into the occupation of
TOMORROW.
Create and develop new processes and manufacturing techniques in the world's largest
completely air-conditioned aircraft plant.
Excellent opportunities exist now in the production of the delta wing B-58, America's
first supersonic bomber, as well as nearly half-ahundred other Air Force contracts.
Put your training and abilities to best vst in
research work in:

BYERS MEN'S SHOP

OSTEEN THEATRE

THE NATIONAL LOOK

IN ANDERSON
Today, Friday fir Saturday

Cotton Cords and Chinos

jiffcmm

$28.75 to $35.00
Cotton fir Dacron Solids & Stripes
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with

$39.95

Julie London and Joan Dru

Cotton Blazers

OPENS LATE SHOW
Saturday, March 16 And
Monday-Saturday, March 18-23
WHAT-A-GUY WAYNE "5E
IN A WONDERFUL '
NEW ENTERTAINMENT! <

$24.95 to $35.00
Walk Shorts

JOHN WAYNE
DANDAILEY
MAUREEN 0'HARA

$5.95 to $11.95

THE WINGS
OF EAGLES
—WARD BONO

BYERS MEN'S SHOP
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110 N. MAIN ST.
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ANDERSON, S. C.

by Chester Field

Leader of an exploration
Owen Williams leads a team of research and development specialists at
Bell Telephone Laboratories. His is one
of many teams set up at the Labs to explore the frontiers of electronics and communications. In the picture above, Owen
(right) discusses modulation problems
in electron tubes with Robert Leopold,
M.S., Electrical Engineering, University
of Michigan, 1949.
Owen himself is thirty-one, and a
B.E.E. from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, class of '49. He joined the Labs
upon graduation, and was assigned to
communications development training —
the equivalent of a two-year postgraduate
course in communications. Mixed with
his classes were various assignments in

the Chem Lab, the switching and wave
filter departments, and work on transmission systems and coaxial cables.
In 1954 Owen was promoted to supervisor. He works with two electrical engineers, both systems analysts, and four
technical assistants. Their current job is
exploratory development of submarine
cable systems, looking towards great new
transoceanic communications links.
Owen is one of many engineers and
scientists in the Bell System whose principal responsibilities include those of
leadership. The work of improving telephone service in the Bell System is
guided, and decisions are made, by men
who understand the problems involved
at first hand.

Many young men like Owen Williams are finding
interesting and rewarding careers in the Bell
System — at Bell Telephone Laboratories, in Bell
Telephone Companies, Western Electric and
Sandia Corporation. Your placement officer can
give you more information about career opportunities in all Bell System companies.

BELL
TELEPHONE
SYSTEM

METALLURGY • WELDING
CHEMISTRY • ELECTRICITY
• MECHANICS
You can pick vp a CONVA1R application
blank from your Director of Engineering
Placement — TODAY! Complete and mail
your application to:

E. W. FEDDERSEN
Chief Manufacturing Research Engineer

CONVAIR
OVFORT WORTHGD
%g

FORT WORTH, TEXAS

^«i?

CONVAIR-A DIVISION OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

